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Oil Change
By Bill Hancock

Assistant Editor

Recently I was
asked about a
simple oil change,
and it occurred
to me that in a
boat there was no such thing
as a simple oil change, if done
properly.
Before we begin, let’s review some
facts about oil. First, oil does more
than simply lubricate, it also cools and
seals the engine. Oil is drawn from the
sump or oil pan by the oil pump, routed
through the filter and distributed to the
bearings where it establishes a thin film,
called a hydrodynamic boundary layer,
between two adjacent surfaces. Oil gets
splashed on the bottom of the pistons to
cool them. And finally, oil seals the gaps
and surfaces between the piston, piston
rings and cylinder wall. As long as the
thin film of oil exists, appreciable wear
does not occur. If the film breaks down
and the moving metal parts contact
each other, wear begins. When metal to
metal contact occurs, excessive heat is
produced, and before we know it, the
two parts literally try to weld themselves
together.
The next time you start your engine,
remember that most of the oil which
previously filled the gaps between the
parts while the engine was running has
now drained back into the oil pan and
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most of the parts are literally touching
each other when the engine first fires up.
Fortunately for our engines, this interval
before oil arrives to fill the gap does
not last too long, because this is when
most of the wear occurs. The next time
you start your engine, resist the urge
to rev the engine to keep it running as
it stutters and stumbles through those
first few awkward moments. The truly
professional solution is to separate the
starting switch from the ignition switch
which allows the operator to spin the
engine over without ignition until the oil
pump has established oil pressure, then
switch on the ignition.
Once the engine is running, heat is
produced throughout the entire engine
system and the system begins to establish
a thermodynamic equilibrium. The
rising temperature causes the parts to
expand to their designed dimensions

and assume their resultant clearances.
Here is where things in the marine world
typically take a wrong turn. Because we
have an abundant supply of cold water in
our lakes and rivers, it is relatively easy to
cool our engines. In fact, it is so easy, we
typically overcool them. During a cycle,
sometimes called the four strokes, our
engines burn a mixture of fuel and air
which causes the mixture to expand. This
expansion causes the pistons to be forced
down the cylinders which in turn causes
the crankshaft to rotate. If we reduce this
expansion by cooling the walls of the
cylinder too much, we effectively reduce
the expansion which in turn limits the
power produced. Caution: before you
decided to regain some of this lost power
by running your engine hotter, you must
go through an involved retuning process,
so unless you are racing your boat, just
accept the reduced output but realize it is

there. However, aside from reducing the
power, running the engines cooler has
another detrimental side effect because
the oil never gets hot. Now you may say
“But we want cool oil” and this is true to
a degree (no pun intended). Ultimately
however, we want the oil temperature
to run between 220 and 240 Deg. F. If
the oil runs above 212 Deg. F. any water
which has accumulated in the pan will
boil off and escape through the crankcase
ventilation system as it does in our cars.
So, you may ask; how does water get
inside the crankcase? When the engine is
running, the crankcase is filled with hot
gasses. These gasses, aptly called blowby,
are byproducts of the combustion process
which have been blown past the piston
rings and ended up in the crankcase.
They contain among other things, carbon
monoxide, unburnt hydrocarbons, and
oxides of nitrogen. In today’s world,

they are lumped together and called
emissions. When you turn off the engine,
it begins to cool down. When the gasses
inside the crankcase cool down, they
contract, which causes a slight vacuum
inside the crankcase. This vacuum causes
outside humid air to be drawn into the
engine. Once inside the engine, the
humid air loses its water content which
falls down into the oil. Now you may
say but that is just a few drops, which it
is, but over time, those drops become a
cupful and over time a pint.
Here is where it gets ugly. This small
amount of water will mix with the
small amount of residual gasses in the
crankcase and soon form nitric acid. Left
unchecked over time, this acid will eat
through an oil pan and cause a leak. This
does not happen in a year or even two,
but left unchecked it will eat through an
oil pan. Now for the bad news, many of

our engines are twenty years old or older.
Because we don’t put too many hours
on our prized boats in a year, we tend
to delay oil changes and rationalize this
practice by saying we have hardly have
any time on them. Commercial boats run
everyday and the oil runs above 220 Deg.
F which solves the problem. They change
the oil at 50 hour intervals and there
are no issues. So what should we do?
CHANGE THE OIL!!! FREQUENTLY!
At least once a year, at the end of the
boating season, so the contaminated
oil doesn’t remain in the pan over the
winter.
So how do I know if I have water in
my oil?
If you have a lot of water in your oil,
the oil will take on a light tan color.
Fortunately, there is a very simple test
which will detect small amounts of water
in your oil. Take a cast iron pancake
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griddle and place it on your stove on
medium heat. While the griddle is
warming up, start your boat and let the
engine run for a minute or so to mix
the oil. Stop the engine and remove the
dipstick then carefully return to the hot
plate. Flick the dipstick so a few drops
of oil land on the hot griddle. If the
oil hits and immediately spreads out it
contains no water. If it sputters and you
see a few drops of oil dance across the
griddle before they become steam, you
have water in your oil. Now for the most
important part of the test. If you have
any thought of remaining married and
living in harmony, DO NOT DO THIS
IN THE KITCHEN. Do it outside on the
grille. For whatever reason, women do
not consider 10W-30 as cooking oil or
flavor enhancer. Fortunately, a Brillo pad
followed by Lacquer thinner will remove
the incriminating evidence.

Oil –

The next question I frequently
get asked is “which oil should I use?” This
is one of those open-ended questions like
“how high is up?” In the beginning oil
came out of the ground in Pennsylvania
and Oklahoma, and we dumped it in the
crankcase and called it good. Today with
the ever-evolving engine technology and
stringent environmental laws, the game
has changed. There are literally dozens of
available oils which now take up an entire
wall at the local auto parts store.
The science of oil and lubrication is
called tribology. In order to standardize
the oil and gas industry, the American
Petroleum Institute (API) was formed.
API works with the oil and gas producers
and engine manufacturers to provide
standards which categorize and define the
various products and allow the end user
to select the proper oil for their particular
application. The various designations
cover all applications from diesel trucks
to gasoline cars, and even airplanes.
Exploring all these choices is beyond the
scope of this article, but I encourage you
to go online and research the best oil for
your application. When trying to choose
an oil, always start with the engine
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manufacturer’s recommendations.

Filter –

The second part of the oil
change is the oil filter. Always use a full
flow paper oil filter which will allow
any oil entering the engine to always
be filtered. Some of the early engines
had oiling systems which incorporated
somewhat haphazard designs wherein
only portions of the oil occasionally got
filtered. Nothing hurts more than to see a
beautifully restored engine still using the
original oil filter setup, all in the name of
originality. Use a full flow oil filter and
orient the filter so it does not drain back
into the oil pan when the engine is not
running. If you must mount the filter
inverted, choose a filter with an antidrain back valve. Make sure the oil filter
is easily accessible to accommodate filter
changes.

Changing the Oil – Before
attempting to remove the oil, always run
the boat in order to heat the oil to full
operating temperature and allow it to
slosh around in the pan so it becomes
fully mixed. This will allow the harmful
solids which will have settled to the
bottom of the oil pan to become mixed
and thereby stand a better chance of
being removed. Removing the oil from
the engine is typically difficult in a boat.
Unless you have a drain-valve attached to
the bottom of your oil pan, you will have
to use an auxiliary drain pump to suck
the oil from the pan. The trick to using
one of these is to be able to maneuver
and position the suction hose in the pan
so it reaches the bottom of the sump and
removes all of the oil. These oil drain
pump setups are available at various
marine supply stores and are typically
powered by a 12V. pump attached atop a
5-gallon plastic bucket.
Changing the Filter –

Before loosening the filter, find a zip lock
plastic bag which will easily fit over the
entire filter and have it handy so once
the filter is loosened you can envelop the
filter and catch the drips as you finish the

removal without getting oil all over the
bilge or yourself. Zip up the bag and wash
your hands.
If you have been following the
series, we did an earlier story on filters
and showed how to cut a filter open
and examine the contents. We highly
recommend this practice since it may
show potential problems before they
materialize.
Next we fill the engine with new oil. If
you removed the drain plug, now is the
time to check that it has been reinstalled
with the washer in place and tightened to
the recommended torque. Reinstall the
filter being careful to tighten it according
to the instructions. If possible, prefill the
oil filter to avoid having to run the engine
without oil pressure until the filter fills
up. Be careful not to overfill the engine.
Chances are good that you have not
removed all of the old oil and therefore
the engine will not take the full amount
of the fresh oil. Add the recommended
number of quarts minus one, then start
the engine. After the engine has run for
a minute or two, shut the engine off and
wait at least 5 minutes to allow the oil
drain back and check the oil level and
add the remainder accordingly.

Disposal – The final part of this

story involves disposing the used oil
and filter in a responsible manner. Since
many of the early engine bearings had
a very high lead content, used engine
oil is considered toxic and classified as
hazardous waste and therefore requires
careful handling including a registered
disposal process. To make compliance
easy for the DIYer, many of the chain
auto supply stores will accept used oil
at no charge and allow you to dump
it in their special waste oil container.
Whenever handling used engine oil
always wear protective gloves and use
sealed containers to transport it. Old
milk jugs make wonderful containers.

Happy Boating!

